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Introduction
We developed a generic database-supported analysis and
visualization software, PANDORA, for research projects
with large datasets and many parameters. PANDORA sup-
ports analyzing electrophysiological data from intracellu-
lar recordings and from computer simulations of
compartmental neuron models. An easy querying system
matches the power of SQL databases, while the Matlab
computing environment provides specialized numeric
processing, analysis and visualization tools. PANDORA
can be used for organizing and keeping track of complex
physiological (e.g., recording channel, stimulus magni-
tude) or computer simulation (e.g., ion channel densities,
kinetics, compartment lengths) parameters of a single
neuron or network model. The PANDORA toolbox can be
freely obtained from http://userwww.service.emory.edu/
~cgunay/pandora.

Motivation
The amount of electrophysiological data is increasing as
more channels can be sampled and recording quality
improves, while rapid advances in computing speed and
capacity have enabled researchers to generate massive
amounts of simulation data in very short times. Recently,
interesting results were obtained from modeling studies
with such large datasets [1,2].

Although widely used for identified neurons and brain
connectivity [3], databases are rarely used in electrophysi-
ological analysis [4]. The main advantage of using a data-
base is being able to associate metadata labels with raw
data for querying and organizing the data based on the

information in these labels. For example, automatic labe-
ling of control and drug applied recordings in a database
reduces risk of analysis errors.

Results
PANDORA offered specific improvements in analyzing
electrophysiological data. Neuroscientists conventionally
prefer qualitative analysis of raw data traces. However, as
the amount of collected data increases, it is more desirable
to have quantitative results. PANDORA offers an auto-
mated way of extracting measurements defined by the
electrophysiologist. It was more efficient to storage, search
and analyze these measurements and to find associated
experimental or simulation parameters. Furthermore,
PANDORA kept pointers back to raw data that allowed
verifying results obtained from this high-level analysis.

Electrophysiological data sometimes needs to be analyzed
at different levels of abstraction. At the lower level, multi-
ple traces collected from one neuron must be displayed
and analyzed, while to understand effects across neurons,
one must look at summary information from each neu-
ron. PANDORA routines that allow one to sift, average
and collapse parameter dimensions were essential in
switching between these levels of abstraction.

For large simulation projects searching model parameters,
PANDORA offered several routines to understand the
effects, on the measured characteristics, of a single param-
eter while other parameters were invariant. The results
could then be subjected to second tier analyses such as
derivative and correlation, or simply be plotted.
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In summary, PANDORA was aimed to make analysis of
electrophysiological data easier and provides a flexible
platform for standardized analysis.
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